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ABSTRACT 

Let V be a vector space over a fully ordered field F. In Sec. 2 we characterize 
cones K with ascending chain condition (ACC) on faces of Ii. In Sec. 3 we show that 
if K has ACC on faces, then an operator A is strongly irreducible if and only if A is 
irreducible. In Sec. 4 we prove theorems of Perron-Frobenius type for a strongly 
irreducible operator A in the case that F- R, the real field, and K is a full 
algebraically closed cone. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the last quarter of a century the celebrated classical theorems of 
Perron [25, 261 and Frobenius [lo, 11, 121 on nonnegative matrices have 
been studied and extended in various ways. The original theorems for 
matrices were generalized by Krein and Rutman [19] to operators A on a 
Banach space partially ordered by a cone K. In the literature of functional 
analysis (cf. Bonsall [5], Karlin [17], the books by Jameson [16] and Schaefer 
[20] and their bibliographies) it is common to impose topological conditions 
on K or analytic conditions on A. We, on the other hand, wish to emphasize 
the algebraic features of the theory. We do not impose analytic conditions on 
the operator or topological conditions on the space, but we use only the 
topology of the real line. 

In 1956 Wielandt [34] gave a new proof of the classical matrix theorems. 
His methods extend to a more general setting, and we shall employ them 
extensively. 
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In Sec. 2 we define the concept of a face of a cone in a vector space over 
a fully ordered field. We obtain theorems which are analogous to those for 
ideals in rings. Since each finitely generated face is in fact generated by a 
single element, the structure of faces in a cone tends to be simpler than the 
structure of ideals in a ring. We also employ the concepts of relative 
algebraic interior and algebraic closure, and relate them to the face structure 
of a cone. 

In Sec. 3 we consider positive operators, i.e., operators which map the 
cone into itself. We introduce the concepts of irreducibility and strong 
irreducibility, and show that they are equivalent if the cone has ascending 
chain condition on faces. 

In Sec. 4 we restrict to the real field. We investigate the existence of a 
positive eigenvalue for a strongly irreducible operator. While we do not 
obtain an existence theorem by means of conditions on the operator, we 
prove a necessary and sufficient condition for such an eigenvalue to exist. If 
the eigenvalue exists, we show in the main theorem of this section that there 
is associated with it a unique eigenvector which lies in the interior of the 
cone. Other desired properties of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors also hold. 

Further remarks on results related to ours are found in notes at the end of 
each section. 

2. CONES AND FACES 

Let F be a fully ordered field (see [13, p. 105]), and let V be a vector 
space over F. 

DEFINITION 2.1, 

(i) A nonempty subset K of V is a ccme if 

(a) K+KcK, 

(b) aKCK ifa>o, aEF, 

(c) Kn(-K)=(O). 

(ii) A cone K is reproducing if span K = V. 

Let K be a cone and let x, yEV. We write x> y if r-yEK. This 
relation is a partial order on V. Further, x > y implies x + z > y + z for z E V 
andcux>cuyforaEF,a>O.Wewritex>yforx>yandx#y. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. A nonempty subset F of a cone K is called a face of K if 

(a) F is a cone, 
(b) ~EF, ~EK, and x-~EK imply that ~EF. 

It is easily seen that condition (b) is equivalent to 

(b’)O< y<xandxEFimplythatyEF. 

REMARK 2.3. Observe that (0) and K are faces of K, called the trivial 
faces of K. If F is a face of K we write F Q K, and if the face F is different 
from K we write F d K. The set of all faces of K is denoted 9 (K). 

It is easily checked that the intersection of any collection of faces is again 
a face. Thus our next definitions are unambiguous. 

DEFINITION 2.4. 

(i) Let S GK. We define 9(S)= n{F:FEg(K), KZS}, i.e., q(S) is the 
smallest face of K containing S. We call q(S) the face generated by S. 

(ii) Let F B K. If there is a finite set S = {x1,. , .,x,} c K such that 
F = cp( S), then F is called finitely generated. We also write F = q(x,, . . .,x,,). 

(iii) Let F $ K. If there is an x E K such that F = q(x), then F is called a 
cyclic face of K. 

REMARK 2.5. It is easy to see that q is a closure operator,’ i.e., S c p(S), 
cp(cp(S))=q(S) and S CTimplies q(S)cq(T). Further, S-q(S) if and only 
if S is a face. 

REMARK 2.6. Let F Q K. Then F is a cone in V. If G Q F [i.e., G E T(F)], 
then it is easy to show that G Q K. 

EXAMPLE 2.7. 

(i) Let V= F”, K = {x: xi > 01. Then K is a cone, called the positive 
orthant. If Zc{l,...,n} let F,={xEK:xi=O, ieZ>. Then F,QK. It is easy 
to see that all faces of K are of this form. 

(ii) Let V be a vector space over F with a norm (( * 11 (which takes values in 
F), and let f be a nonzero linear functional from V into F. Let 

K={xEV:JJx((< f(x)}. 

Then K is a cone. We call the norm I(. 11 strictly convex if l]x]] = I] y]] =&l/r+ 
y]] implies that %=y. For xEV let ray(x)={crx:a>O}. If ]I*)] is strictly 

‘Called hull operation by Bauer [3, Chapter I]. 
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convex and O#XEK satisfies llx[l=f(x), then ray(x) is a face of K. For 
supposeO<y6u,whereu=crx,cw>O,Ifz=v-y,then 

f(o) = Iloll ( II YII + ll4l( f( Y) +m =_fbL 

whence 11 y+ zll = 11 y[I + JIzll. Assume that llzll > )I yII >O. Then 

2, u- Il;ll+Gi > II u- ll;ll +Tk - --- H II II ill II:11 Y 

= II Y II + II4 
II YII -II+& 1 

=2. 

So by the strict convexity of the norm, y/II y(( =z/1jzll. Hence yEray 
= ray(x). 

(ii’) As a special case of (ii), let V-R”, where R is the real field. Let 

K=(x:(x;+..* +r,e_1)“2<x”), 

Here II * Ij is the Euclidean norm I)xIJ =(x,2+ * - * +x:)1/2 and f(r)= fi x,,. 
We call this cone the n-dimensional ice-cream cone. 

LEMMA 2.8. Let S c K. Then y E ‘p( S) if and only if the following 
condition holds: 

There are a natural number n and xi E S, ,Q, E F, ,L$ > 0, i= ,...,n 1 

such that 0< y < 5 /3,x’. (2.9) 
i-l 

Proof. Let F be the set of all y for which Eq. (2.9) holds. We shall show 
that F = q(S). It is easy to verify that F Q K, and clearly S CF. Hence 
cp(S)sF. On the other hand, if ~EF, say O< ~<Z;_~&x’=z, then zE 
cp(S)<K, whenceyEv(S).ThusF=cp(S), andtheresultisproved. n 

COROLLARY 2.10. Let x E K. Then 

q(x)={ yEV:Elfi>O,O< y< /!?x} 

={yEV:3fi>O,O< y< ax) 

={yEV:3(Y>o,O<(Yy<X}. 
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LEMMA 2.11. Every finitely generated face of K is cyclic. 

Proof, Let F = 9(x1,. . . , x,,), and let z = x1 + * * * + xn. Clearly z E F, 
whence QJ(Z) c F. But for i = 1,. . . , n, 0 < xi < z, whence xi E q(z), and so by 
Corollary 2.10, F C v(z). Thus F= (p(d). n 

DEFINITION 2.12. Let K be a cone in V. 

(a) The cone K has ascending chain condition, or ACC, on faces if and 
only if there is no infinite chain of faces 

F,OF,dF,<l**.. 

(b) Let p be a natural number. We say that K has chain length p if there 
is a chain of faces in K of length p (i.e., F, a F, d . * + cIF,), and no chain of 
faces of length p + 1. 

LEMMA 2.13. Let K be a cone in V. Then the following are equivalent. 

(1) K has ACC on faces. 
(2) Evey face of K is cyclic. 

Proof. The standard proof (e.g., see [35] for ideals in a ring) shows that 
(1) holds if and only if every face of K is finitely generated. By Lemma 2.11 
then, (1) is equivalent to (2). n 

If S C V, we write spans for the linear space spanned by S in V. If F is a 
cone, observe that span F = F - F. In addition we write dim F for dim span F. 

LEMMA 2.14. Let F 4 K. Then F= K n spanF. 

Proof. Clearly F c K n span F. So let x E K n span F. Then 0 < x = y - z, 
where y, I; E F. Hence 0 Q x < y, whence x E F. n 

COROLLARY 2.15. Let K be a cone in V, and let dim V= n. Then K has 
chain length less than or equal to n. n 

DEFINITION 2.16. Let K be a cone in V. 

(1) The relative algebraic interior of K is denoted by rai K and is defined 

bY 

raiK={xEK:tlyEspanK 3ey>0,x+eyyEK}. 
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(2) The algebraic closure of K is denoted by aclK and is defined by 

aclK={ yEV:3xyEV,y+axyEK~/aE(0,1]}. 

(3) If K = aclK, we call K algebraically closed. Note that aclK need not 
be algebraically closed [18, p. 1771. 

(4) The relutive algebraic boundary of K is denoted by rabK and is 
defined by 

rabK=aclK\raiK. 

(We use \ for the set theoretic complement.) 
(5) If K is reproducing and raiK #a, we call K fzdl. In this case we write 

intK for raiK. 

For properties of raiK and aclK see [3] or [ 181. If intK exists, then we 
write bdyK for rabK. 

LEMMA 2.17. Let FBK. IfxEFnraiK, then K-F--q(x). 

Proof. Let y E K. Then there exists an E > 0 such that x - sy e K. Hence 
O< ey< x, so that y~q~(x) byCorollary2.10. ThusK Ccp(x)CFGK. n 

COROLLARY 2.18. Let F 4 K. Then F C rub K. 

EXAMPLE 2.19. Let V be a linear space over F with a strictly convex norm, 
and let K be a cone defined as in Example 2.7(ii). Let x E K. Then x E int K if 
and only if JJxJJ <f(x). H ence the only nontrivial faces are of the form ray(x) 
for llx\l=f(x). It follows that K has chain length 2 if intK#B and if 
dimK > 1. 

LEMMA 2.20. Let F Q K and let x E V. Then x eraiF if and only if 
F= q(x). 

Proof. If x E rai F = F n rai F, then by Lemma 2.17, F = QI (x). Conversely, 
let F = ‘p(x), and let z E span F. Suppose z = u - v where U, v E F. There is an 
e>OsuchthatO<.eu<&O<ev<$x.Hence 

0<~x-&Z)<~X++-v)<~x+&v<x. 

Thus ix-azEq(x), and so xEraiF. n 

COROLLARY 2.21. Let F Q K. Then raiFZ.0 if and only if F is cyclic. n 

The preceding lemmas combine to give the next result. 
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THEOREM 2.22. Let V be a vector space over the fully ordered field F, and 
let K be a cone in V. Then the following are equivalent: 

(i) K has ACC on faces. 
(ii) Each face of K is cyclic. 
(iii) For each F 4 K, rai F #kI , n 

EXAMPLE 2.23. We give two examples of cones without ACC on faces, 

(i) Let R be the real field, and let V be the set of all sequences 
r=(x,,x,...), XiER such that X~==,X,?< cc (i.e., I,). Let K = { XE V: X~ > 0, 
i = 1, 2,. . . }. Then raiK =a. 

(ii) Let the field again by R, and let V be the vector space of all real 
sequences that are constant from some point on. Let K = {x E V: xi > 0, i = 1, 
2 ,... }. Then (l,l,l,... )EintK. Let Fi={xEK:xk=O, k>j}. Then F,QF, 
aF,a..- is an ascending chain of faces that does not terminate. Also 
F = u FIFi is a noncyclic face. 

REMARK 2.24. If K is a cone in a finite dimensional space V, then by 
Corollary 2.15 every face of K is cyclic. 

Note. Our definition of face is related to the concept of an ideal in a 
partially ordered vector space as used by Bonsall [5] or an order ideal as in 
Ellis [8]. Following Namioka [23], Bonsall and Tomiuk [6] employ the same 
concept as ours under the term f&Z cone. Ellis [9] (cf. also Edwards [7]) 
defines face for compact convex sets (cf. also Rockafellar [28, p, 1621). In R” 
Vandergraft [32] defines a face as a subcone of K such that F ~rabK and F 
is generated by some subset of extremal vectors in K. This definition is less 
restrictive than ours, as may be seen from the following example. In R4 let K 
be the cone generated by the five vectors (+ l,O, l,O), (0, ? 1, LO), (O,O,O, l), 
and let F be the cone generated by (LO, LO) and ( - IO, l,O). Then F is a 
face of K by Vandergraft’s definition, but not by ours. 

3. POSITIVE OPERATORS 

In this section we shall assume K to be a ‘full cone in the vector space V 
over the fully ordered field F. If r~intK, we write x>O. 

DEFINITION 3.1. Let A E Hom( V, V). 

(i) If AK C K, we call A nonnegative, and write A > 0. If A > 0 and A #O, 
we write A > 0. 

(ii) If A(K\{O})cintK, we write A>O. 
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(iii) If A > 0 and A maps no nontrivial face of K into itself, we call A 
irreducible. 

(iv) If for each x > 0 there is a positive integer p = p(x) such that 
(I+ A)Px>O, then we call A strongly irreducible. 

Note that since K is reproducing, the order defined by (i) in Hom( V, V) is 
a partial order. 

EMPLE 3.2. 

(i) Let R be the real field and let K be the positive orthant in V= I?” (cf. 
Example 2.7). Let A EHom( V, V), and identify A with its matrix relative to 
the basis e’, . . . ,e”, where e’= {ail,. . .,a,,} and ajf is the Kronecker delta. 
Then A > 0 if and only if aii > 0, i, i = 1,. . . , n. Further, A is irreducible if and 
only if there does not exist a permutation matrix P such that P -‘AZ’ has the 
form 

where B,,, B, are square. Thus in this case irreducibility has its usual 
meaning. 

(ii) Let K be the ice-cream cone in R3 [cf. Example 2.7 (ii’)]. Then any 
rotation A about the line xi = x2 = 0 is a nonnegative transformation. If A # Z 
(the identity), then A is irreducible. 

LEMMA 3.3 Let K be a full cone in V over F. Zf A is strongly irreducible, 
then A is irreducible. 

Proof. Let A be strongly irreducible. Let F 4 K, F# {0}, and suppose 
that AF c F. Let O# x E F. Then by assumption there exists a p such that 

(I + A)Px>O. Hence by Lemma 2.17, ‘p( (I + A)Px) = K. But since AF C F, we 

have (I+ A)Px E F, whence ‘p( (I+ A)‘x) G F. It follows that F = K, and 
hence A is irreducible. n 

THEOREM 3.4 Let K be a full cone in the vector space V ouer the fully 
ordered field F. Let K hue ACC on faces. Zf A > 0, then A is irreducible if 
and only if A is strongly irreducible. 

Proo$ In view of Lemma 3.3 we need only prove that A irreducible 
implies A strongly irreducible. So let A be irreducible. If x>O, then 
(I+ A)Px > x>O for all positive p. If O# x E bdy K, then put 

Fk_ 1 = ‘p( (I+ A)kx). Then F, Q F, Q * * * , so by ACC this chain terminates 
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with ~ayF,=q((Z+A)~+‘x). Let yEF,,,. ThenAy((Z+A)yEF,+l=F,. 

Thus AF, c F,,,, and so F, = K. Hence by Lemma 2.20, (I+ A)“+‘x>O. n 

Note. If K has chain length N, then the integer p in Definition 3.1 (iv) 
can be chosen independently of x. In particular, p = N - 1 will suffice. By 
essentially the same proof we obtain 

THEOREM 3.5. Let K be a full cone in V over F. Zf K has chain length N 
and A > 0, then A is irreducible if and only if (I+ A)N-l>>O. n 

Note. The notion of irreducibility for nonnegative matrices is due to 
Frobenius [I2]. The result that an irreducible matrix is (in our terminology) 
strongly irreducible is implicitly contained in [12, IV], and is explicitly stated 
and proved by Wielandt [34]. For operators, Bonsall and Tomiuk [6] use a 
definition close to ours. Schaefer [30, p. 2691 uses a definition of irreducibil- 
ity which involves an infinite series and is in the same spirit as our concept of 
strong irreducibility. In R” our definition of irreducibility is equivalent to 
Vandergraft’s [33], even though the two definitions of face do not coincide 
(see the note at the end of Sec. 2). Other properties of a similar nature have 
been studied: see Marek [21], Sawashima [29]; and for a comparison of these 
properties when dim V is finite, see Barker [ 11. 

4. PERRON-FROBENIUS THEORY 

Henceforth we shall assume that K is full and algebraically closed. In 
addition, we take F = R, the real field. 

LEMMA 4.1. Zf A >0 and x>>O, then Ax>O. 

Proof. Suppose A > 0, x>>O, and Ax = 0. By Lemma 2.17, K = v(x), so 
foranyyEK,thereisancr>OsuchthatO<ay<x.ButthenO<aviy<Ar 
= 0, whence Ay = 0 and AK = (O}. Since K - K = V, we have A -0. n 

DEFINITION 4.2. Let A > 0. We define 

D={w>0:3y>O,wy<Ay}, 

Z,={o>0:3x~0,ax>Ax}, 

and 

X={a>0:3x>O, ux>Ax}. 
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REMARK 4.3. Let r>O. Then for u sufficiently large, (IX > Ax. Hence 
Z, #a. Clearly OEQr, so &?,#k? either. 

LEMMA 4.4. Let u>O and let -veK. Put s=sup{o:u-(YV>O}. Then 
O<E<OO and u-svEbdyK. 

Proof. Since - v B K and K is algebraically closed, it follows that for a 
sufficiently large u - (YV E K. But for (Y > 0 sufficiently small u - (YV > 0. Thus 
O<e<co. Finally, u-ev>O, since K = acl K, and u - EV E bdy K since 
u-gv$EK forq>.s. n 

LEMMA 4.5. Let A > 0. Then 

supSI < infZ,. 

Proof. Let w E !J and u E 2,. Let v > 0 and u>>O correspond to o and u, 
respectively. Thus we have v > 0, Au > WV or - Au Q -WV, u>O, and 
Au < uu. Since - v&f K, for the E of Lemma 4.4 we conclude that u - 
ED E bdy K. But then 

O<A(u-EV)=AU+ E(-Av)<uu+E(-WV)=U(U-E~v), 

since u > 0 by Lemma 4.1. Hence from the definition of E it follows that 
+/(I)< E. But E>&so o/U< 1. n 

LEMMA 4.6. Zf A is strongly irreducible, then Z = XI and C2 = 3,. 

Proof. Clearly Z > Z,. Conversely, let u ~2, and let x >0 satisfy Ax 
<ux.Thenthereisapsuchthat(Z+A)~~>>O.ThusA(Z+A)~~~u(Z+A)~~, 
whence u E 2,. Therefore Z = Z,. A similar proof shows that fi = 52,. q 

LEMMA 4.7. Let A be strongly irreducible, and let p =inf Z. Zf A has an 
eigenvector u > 0, then {p} = Z n Q and p is the eigenvalue belonging to u. 

Proof. Let Au = TU for u > 0. Clearly r E B n Q. But by Lemmas 4.5 and 
4.6,r=pandZnQ={r}={p}. n 

The next lemma is a converse to Lemma 4.7. For the finite dimensional 
nonnegative orthant, the lemma is due to H. Wielandt. 

LEMMA 4.8. Let A be strongly irreducible. Let p = inf 2. Zf p E Z, then p is 
a positive eigenvalue and any u > 0 satisfying Au < pu is an eigenvector 
belonging to p. Further u>>O. 
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Proof. Let p E Z, and let Au < pu for u > 0. Set z = (p2 - A)u > 0, and 
suppose z > 0. Then there is p such that .zl = (I + A)%>>O. Thus 

where u’=(Z+A)%>O. Since -Au’<O<z’, we have p>O. There is an 

CI > 0 such that CXU’ =G z1 = (pZ - A) ul. Hence Au’ < (p- a)~‘, which contra- 

dicts the choice of p. Therefore 0= z= (PI- A)u. Also, for suitable p we 
have O<<(Z+A)%=(l+p)Pu, whence u>O. n 

COROLLARY 4.9. Let A be strongly irreducible. Then A has an eigenvector 
~~KifandonlyifinfX~E. n 

THEOREM 4.10. Let K be a full algebraically closed cone. Let A be a 
strongly irreducible operator. Let Z be given by Definition 4.2 and p=inf 2. 
Zf p E Z, then there is a vector u for which Au = pu and such that 

(1) P>O, 
(2) u>o, 
(3) u is (up to scalar multiples) the only eigenvector belonging to p, 
(4) u is the only eigenvector of A in K, 

(5) (pZ-A)Vn K= {0}, 
(6) Every eigenvalue X of A satisfies IX] < p. 

(Note that at this point only real eigenvalues are considered.) 

Proof. The existence of u, (1) and (2) are given by Lemma 4.7. 

(3)Supposev#OsatisfiesAv=pv.EithervStKor -vBK,say -vgK. 
Then by Lemma 4.4, u- EV E bdy K for some E > 0. But then A (u - ED) 
= p( u - EV), which contradicts Lemma 4.8 if u - ED # 0. Hence u = EV. 

(4) Suppose v > 0 and Au = rv. Then 7 > 0 and r = p by Lemma 4.7. By 
(3), v is a positive multiple of u. 

(5) Suppose x E V satisfies (pZ - A)x > 0. Then for p sufficiently large we 
have y = x + ,Z?u > 0. We obtain 

(pl-A)y=(pZ-A)x>O, 

whence by Wielandt’s lemma (Lemma 4.8), (PI- A) y = 0. Thus (pl- A)x = 0. 
(6) Suppose X#p and Au = hv for v #O. By (4), neither v nor - v is in K. 

So by Lemma 4.4 there are maximal positive &I and ss for which 

u-~~v>O and u+sav;bO. 
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Let s=max{si,ea}, say E=E~. Then 

whence - s1 < - ~a < (h/p)q < el. Thus lAj/p < 1. If E = ss we argue similarly 
onu+sZv. n 

REMARK 4.11. If V is finite dimensional, then (3) and (5) of Theorem 4.10 
together imply that p is a simple zero of the characteristic polynomial of A 
(i.e., p has algebraic multiplicity 1). For by virtue of (3) we need only show 
that the elementary divisor belonging to p is linear. This is insured by (5), 
since there can be no x satisfying (pl- A)x = ~20. 

As in the finite dimensional case, we would like to make a comparison 
with the moduli of any complex eigenvalues. In order to speak of complex 
eigenvalues we must regard A as the operator on the space V+ iV= {r + 
iy : r, y E V} given by the formula 

A(x+iy)=Ar+iAy. 

The process of extension is explained for finite dimensional V by Halmos 
[14]. The reader can check that this same procedure works in the present 
situation. Note further that if K is algebraically closed in V, then K + iK is 
algebraically closed in V+ iv. If X = p+ iv, v #O, is a complex eigenvalue 
with eigenvector 2 = x + iy, then 

and x, y are linearly independent over R. Finally, if A is an eigenvalue of A 
with eigenvector x + iy, then X is an eigenvalue with eigenvector x - iy. 

LEMMA 4.12. Let A > 0, and let A have a complex eigenvalue A= ,u + iv 
with v ~0. If z = x + iy is a corresponding eigenvectm, put 7~ = span{ x, y } in 
the real space V. Then ?T n K = {O}. 

Proof, Note that T and IT n K are invariant under A. Let A, be the 
restriction of A to 7~. If A, had a real eigenvalue, then A, would have three 
linearly independent eigenvectors in the two dimensional complex space 
T + in, which is impossible. Hence A, has no real eigenvalues. If 
dim( m n K) > 1, then the generalized Perron-Frobenius theorem (cf. Birkhoff 
[4] or Rheinbolt and Vandergraft [17]) implies that A, has a real eigenvalue. 
HenceanK={O}. n 
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Of course, if we assume A is strongly irreducible, then we could have 
proved Lemma 4.12 by applying our theorems instead of appealing to the 
finite dimensional Perron-Frobenius theorem. 

Since T (as defined in Lemma 4.12) has dimension 2, we may define a 
norm x on T by x(ax+ Py)=(a2+ p2)1/2. This endows rr with the usual 
Euclidean topology. In what follows, all topological notions on 7~ will refer to 

this topology. 

LEMMA 4.13. Let u>>O be fixed, and let T be defined a.s in Lemma 4.12. 
Define, for all w E IT, 

q(w)=inf{k>O:u+k-‘wEK}. 

Then 

(i)q(w) > 0 for all w E 77. 
(ii)q(w) = 0 if and only if w = 0. 
(iii)q(w+w’)<q(w)+q(w’) for w,w’E77. 
(iv)q(cuw)=crq(w) if a>0 and WET. 
(v)Let S={wEa:q(w)<l}. 2% en S is a compact convex subset of IT 

with 0 in the interior. 

Proof. Clearly (i) holds, and (ii) holds by Lemma 4.12 and because K is 

algebraically closed. The proofs of (iii), (iv), and (v) are patterned after the 
standard proofs that relate norms and symmetric convex bodies in a finite 
dimensional space (e.g., [15]). n 

THEOREM 4.14. Let K be an algebraically closed full cone. Let A be a 
strongly irreducible operator, &fine Z as in Definition 4.2, and put p = inf Z. 
ZfpEZandifAz=hzforzEV+iVandAEC,then]h]<p. 

Proof. We may assume that p = 1, that u>>O satisfies Au = pu, and that 
A B R, since h E R is covered by Theorem 4.10. Let q be the function defined 
as in Lemma 4.13 and let S be given by Lemma 4.13(v). We shall first show 
that AS c S. Let S, = u + S. Since K is algebraically closed, it is easy to prove 
that Si=(u+~)nK. Hence for WE& ~+AwEu+T, and since u+Aw 
=A(u+ w), we also have that u+Aw E K. Thus u+Aw E S,, whence 
AWES. 

For X = y + iv E C and w = ax + /3y E S a direct computation shows that 

Aw=(ap+/h)x+(-av+&)y. 
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It follows that x(Aw)= /XIX(W). S ince x is a continuous function on the 
compact set S, x achieves a positive maximum on S at, say, q,, Hence, since, 
Awe E S, 

NX(%) = X(A%) < X(%)* 

It follows that ]hl < 1 = p. n 

The rotational invariance of the spectrum (cf. Wielandt [34]) has its 
analog for strongly irreducible operators. This was shown by Barker and 
Turner [2] for operators in a finite dimensional space. The notion of an 
elliptic cross section can be carried over to the present setting and the 
corresponding result proved, viz. under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.14, if K 
has no elliptic cross section and if A is an eigenvalue of A of modulus p, 
then A is a root of unity times p. 

Note. Methods similar to Wielandt’s have recently been exploited by 
Marek [21, 221 and Lee [20]. Also the paper by Karlin [17] employs sets 
much like those defined in Definition 4.1. There is an immense literature on 
spectral properties of various kinds of operators leaving invariant a cone in a 
topological vector space; see the references in this paper and the excellent 
bibliography by Marek [22]. 
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